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Magical Egyptian Names 
 
There is great "magical" power linked to the God-names of Egypt: 
 

· Anubis - The Son of Nepthys and Osiris. The Guardian and Guide - particularly through the 
Lower-Astral realm and the realms of Sleep. Stimulates the awakening of inner guidance; 
opens the ability to develop and to control dreams, and allows the individual to explore his 
inner dimensions; the patron of lost things; magical symbols are the jackal, and sometimes 
the sarcophagus; colours activated are black and silver. 

· Bast - The sister of Horus. The goddess of joy. Attunes the individual to the animal kingdom - 
particularly the cat family; awakens mental healing abilities; intuition; grace and experience of 
joy; patroness of marriages; magical symbols are the sistrum (A jingling metal instrument 
used by the ancient Egyptians - Especially in the worship of Isis), and the cat (including the 
lion); colours activated are yellow-gold, and turquoise. 

· Hathor - The Nourisher of the Gods and Goddesses, and Humanity. Also known as the 'Crow 
of Heaven'. Comforts of life come through this energy; protective - especially of women; 
awakens a sense of beauty and strength; patroness of astrology - stimulates an 
understanding of the stars; stimulates the individual to be able to fight - especially in defence; 
magical symbols are the mirror, the sycamore tree, and the crow; colour activated is coral. 

· Horus - The Saviour God. A Sun God whose energy awakens artistic ability; musical 
knowledge; general healing capacities; the patron of families; great strength; protection; 
stimulates prophetic tendencies; magical symbols are the hawk, and the all-seeing eye; 
colours activated are bright yellow, and gold. 

· Isis - Goddess of Moon and Magic. Protects the young; invokes great compassion; opens the 
veil between the physical and the spiritual; awakens psychic energies; promotes magical work 
and ability; magical symbols are the throne, the buckle, the veil behind the throne, and wings; 
colour activated is sky blue. 

· Maat - The Goddess of Truth. Sometimes considered as a feminine aspect of Thoth. 
Stimulates the ability to develop truth as a power within the individual; stimulates affairs of the 
heart; manifests discriminating justice; assists the individual in putting his life's causes and 
effects into perspective; opens the individual's awareness to the true intentions of others; 
magical symbols are the scales, and the feather by which she balances the scales; colours 
activated are violet, and lapis lazuli. 

· Nepthys - The Goddess of Intuition and Tranquillity. The Revealer. Stimulates psychic 
sensitivity; guards that which is hidden; also reveals that which is hidden; reveals psychic gifts, 
and dream consciousness; associated with the dark aspects of the moon; magical symbols 
are the chalice, and the basket; colours activated are pale green, and silver grey. 
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· Osiris - The King Priest. Higher wisdom; justice; spiritual strength; awakens a realization of 
nature, and helps the individual attune to the nature energies; magical symbols are the crook, 
the flail, and a tet (tree); colours activated are white and green. 

· Ptah - The God of Craftsmanship, and Science. Opens understanding and the ability to apply 
the laws of science; stimulates invention and ingenuity; the patron of builders; stimulates the 
manifestation of miracles within the lives of humanity; awakens a gentle masculinity; teaches 
the principle of labouring for joy and the sake of itself; stimulates building from a new solid 
foundation; magical symbols are the tools of the mason; colour activated is violet. 

· Ra - The Major Sun God. Some authorities speak of Amun and Ra as the same. Energies of 
new life; opens the elements of the air and especially the wind; stirs the primal creative forces 
within the individual; magical symbols are the obelisk, the hawk, and the uraeus (The sacred 
serpent as an emblem of power represented on the head-dress of Egyptian divinities and 
sovereigns); colour activated is that of golden sunshine. 

· Sekhmet - The Warrior Goddess. Often seen as the other side of Hathor. Some traditions 
place her as the wife of Ptah. Stimulates either healing and nourishment, or breaking down 
and destruction (depending upon the individuals alignment with her energy); stimulates great 
protection; stimulates the application of wisdom to force; manifests opportunities to right 
wrongs; magical symbols are the lioness, mirror, and the sun-disk; colours activated are 
copper, and deep yellows. 

· Thoth - The Master of Medicine, Learning, and Magic. The Scribe of the Gods and 
Goddesses. The scribe of many of the ancient mysteries. Development of intellectual and 
mental forms of magic; stimulates an understanding of the laws of fate and time; opens new 
opportunities in education and communication; magical symbol is the caduceus; colours 
activated are violet and amethyst. 
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